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My name is Mario Leal and I am the creator of 
the Nebula 480 brand. 
 
I’ll always be a videographer at heart, but my 
creative cravings have forced me to go be-
yond cinematic limitations where I am no lon-
ger bound to a camera. 3D animation has been 
one of the most fascinating passions I have 
found as the tools allow you to create be-
yond what your imagination can imagine. With 
said tools, I feel I’ve been able to push the 
boundaries of what I was never able to do 
with a camera and push my cinematic concepts 
and ideas to another level. From photogra-
phy to game design, I cover a broad range of 
digital media that can be used for entertain-
ment and or marketing purposes. In any case I 
have you covered.



The LOGO

Before nebula 480 had any form of content, 
it was nothing more than a space image from 
google with a basic font in the front. Since 
then, it has evolved into different variations 
and into the form that it has today.

here you can see the letterhead as well as 
the social media banner for facebook and 
youtube and how the astronaut remains as 
the constant
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starting out

These images Were the first set of animation 
shots that I felt confident enough to re-
lease to the Internet . I was still getting my 
footing in terms of learning about scale as 
I feel that alleyway might have some things 
that may be out of proportion if a person 
was standing in the scene however I could 
be wrong as this was done a long time ago 
. The forest image was a background for an 
RPG game I was working on and was learning 
about isometric views.
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Landscapes

Once i understood the basics of adding 
grass to any surface, i begun addings grass 
to evrything. experimentation with vegeta-
tion promptly followed
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Landscapes

Naturally trees followed once I understood that 
like all 3D objects you can place them in any point 
relative to 3D space . Mixing in grass and leaves to 
try to make this city look like it has life in it after 
it being abandoned was basically the goal 4



interior

I felt it was time to 
go in the opposite di-
rection from my pre-
vious work and begun 
to work on interiors. I 
was trying to make this 
scene creepy with the 
woman at the end of 
the hall and the blood 
splattered on the far 
left
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Album

I also work on alternative electronic type music and was re-
leasing a new album on Spotify and decided that instead of a 
landscape, i would render a person for an album cover to give 
some form of visual identity to the vocals on my tracks
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Brand design

a client or group of clients had decided to form 
an event business where they would rent out 
speakers and host musical events and needed a 
logo. I went over various fonts and color de-
gisn with them until they finally decided upon 
a font which ended up being a combination of 
two along with the color palette for future de-
signs.
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billboards

in addition to my own music promotions, i’ve 
also been able to utilize the same location near 
the local businesses to put up billboards for 
my clients. its amazing how far we’ve come with 
tech that setting up a billboard litterally just 
takes a few clicks. 
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Savannah bee 
marketing materi-
al that i created 
in blender for a 
short term proj-
ect i had with 
them.

i grabbed their 
products and was 
able to arrange 
them all with 
some flare that i 
created in differ-
ent settings.
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